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Abstract: We report on the experimental demonstration of ultrafast all-optical switching and wavelength down-conversion based on a novel nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer with subwavelength grating and wire waveguides. Unlike other periodic waveguides such as line-defects in a 2D photonic crystal lattice, a subwavelength grating waveguide confines the light as a conventional index-guided structure and does not exhibit optically resonant behaviour. Since the device had no dedicated port to input optical signal to control switching a new approach was also implemented for all-optical switching control.
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1. Introduction

To be able to sustain future needs of rapidly growing data traffic we will need new technological innovations. This task is becoming more and more challenging with data rates exceeding not so long ago the unthinkable 100 Gbit/s. With these advances our ability for technological innovations is becoming more and more challenging with data rates. To be able to sustain future needs of rapidly growing data traffic we will need new GaAs technology. Unfortunately the electronic bottleneck we face today has more fundamental roots. The consensus seems to be that the electronics as is known to us today may not be able to deliver switching speeds we will need and innovative solutions will be required. In the past two plus decades to address telecom needs in the area of fast switching, routing and signal processing the research has been focused on optical approaches to such functionalities in the electronic domain. Historically, significant progress has been recorded in several areas leading to optical amplifiers, MEMS, all-optical signal regeneration including wavelength conversion, just to name a few.

In spite of the inherent ability of the optical fiber to carry tremendous amounts of data, the optical serial data has always been limited by the speed of the electronic data processing,

routing and switching at the moment commercially available. These limitations are often due to the fact that optical data have to be first converted into the electronic domain before switching or routing can be carried out. The process of opto-electro-opto (OEO) conversion thereby creates a barrier as most electronic components available today are not able to match the optical data rates available or supported by the optical fiber. In order to eliminate the electronic bottleneck we need solutions that are capable of processing optical data preferably without any OEO conversion.

Before going any further for the purpose of this article, let us first focus on a terminology related to optical signal processing, namely the use of the terms optical switching and all-optical switching. Both terms are often used loosely although there is a fundamental difference between the approaches they describe.

By optical switching we understand cases where a light wave carrying optical data is controlled by a signal which is NOT optical (RF, heat, etc.).

In the case of all-optical switching the routing of photonic data is controlled by the signal in its optical form – here literally “light controls light.” This control can happen through nonlinear interactions between both optical signals in optical material of “our choice.” An excellent overview of such interactions was given in [1]. Since no electronics is involved nor is needed to execute such switching/routing, the electronic bottleneck does not apply here. Many demonstrated concepts already surpassed capabilities of current electronics. Materials including silicon [2], periodically pulled Lithium Niobate [3], chalcogenide glass [4], passive/active semiconductors [5], different types of optical fibers, even silicon–organic hybrid (SOH) approach taking advantage of the organic nonlinear materials that have large Kerr coefficients [6] have been investigated for their usability to support ultrahigh speed all-optical switching. Generally non-linear (NL) materials used in all-optical switching applications belong to two categories - exhibiting active or exhibiting passive nonlinearity. A good example of the active optical nonlinearity is the DC biased semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). Biased SOAs offer very strong resonant type non-linearity. The NL onset can be very fast (< 1ps) but the drawback in the SOA gain recovery dynamics (ranging anywhere between few to hundreds of ps) which usually sets an upper limit on the maximum switching speed. It can also introduce undesired bit pattern effects. Both effects have been very extensively investigated to improve the performance of Mach-Zehnder SOA-based switching devices [7], Semiconductor Laser Amplifier in a Loop Mirror (SLALOM) [8], Terahertz Optical Asymmetric Demultiplexer (TOAD) [9], and Ultra-fast Nonlinear Interferometer (UNI) [10]. On the other hand, since biased SOAs can offer optical gain to the passing signal the switched output can be amplified which is a very attractive feature of this type of all-optical switching devices. Commercially available SOAs with low saturation switching energy and 10 ps record low gain recovery time were reported by The Center for Integrated Photonics, Ltd. (CIP Technologies) in 2007.

The use of a passive nonlinearity to demonstrate all-optical switching was exploited by Doran and Wood [11] in experiments with a Sagnac interferometer also called Nonlinear Optical Loop Mirror (NOLM). Because of a weak nonlinear coefficient the interaction length to observe complete switching had to be \( l = 15 \text{ km} \). Following this concept and to shorten the interaction length, first polarization maintaining (PM) fiber, later Bismuth oxide then Germanium oxide fiber were used for the NOLM, thus shortening the NOLM loop from a few hundred (case of PM) to just a few meters [12,13], respectively.

To demonstrate all-optical switching, also other types of optical interferometers including Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) were investigated. In contrary to Sagnac, a MZI is a two-arm interferometer which requires temperature stabilization. If it is not stabilized it will act as a sensor rather than a stable switching device. Such stabilization can be achieved via device integration. However, integration puts practical restrictions on the MZI arms length, and shortens the available length \( l \) for interaction. With this limitation we need a NL material with high enough second-order non-linear index \( n_2 \) (order of \( \sim 6 \times 10^{-18} \text{ m}^2/\text{W} \) or greater [1]) which will deliver the required \( \pi \) phase shift for achieving complete switching at the device output.

In recent years a significant progress has been made in the search for materials offering high nonlinear parameter \( \gamma = 2\pi n_2/(\lambda A_{\text{eff}}) \), where \( A_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective interaction area. A specially
silicon and chalcogenide waveguides have achieved unusually high $\gamma$'s ranging from 1.2 $W^{-1}$ $m^{-1}$ in chalcogenide fiber [14], 15 $W^{-1}$ $m^{-1}$ in ChG waveguides [15,16], to 95 $W^{-1}$ $m^{-1}$ in ChG tapered fiber nanowires [17], to 300 $W^{-1}$ $m^{-1}$ in Si nanowires [18]. Also very impressive demonstrations of all-optical signal processing in silicon devices have been reported [19-24].

In this paper to the best of our knowledge we demonstrate for the first time a practical realization of a novel ultra-fast all-optical interferometric sampling/switching device based on photonic nanowire and subwavelength grating waveguides placed in the Mach-Zehnder geometry capable of all-optical picosecond sampling and switching.

2. Design and fabrication

The schematic diagram of the device is shown in Fig. 1. The device was fabricated as follows. Its one arm is comprised of a 50 $\mu$m SWG taper [25], followed by a SWG straight waveguide ($\Lambda = 400$ nm, $w = 300$ nm, duty cycle 50%) with a maximum length $L = 4580$ $\mu$m and an identical SWG taper to transition back to wire waveguide as schematically shown in Fig. 1. The second arm is comprised of a wire waveguide ($450 \times 260$ nm) with two 50 $\mu$m SWG tapers back-to-back to compensate for the SWG tapers in the signal arm. The MZI uses a 50:50 $\gamma$-splitter implemented with two 75-$\mu$m-long and 15-$\mu$m-wide s-bends.

![Fig. 1. Schematic of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). The MZI signal arm is comprised of a 50 $\mu$m SWG taper followed by a SWG waveguide ($\Lambda = 400$ nm, $w = 300$ nm, duty cycle 50%, length $L = 4580$ $\mu$m) and a SWG taper to transition back to wire waveguide. The reference arm is a wire waveguide ($450 \times 260$ nm) with a taper-to-taper structure (two 50 $\mu$m SWG tapers) to equalize the loss of both arms.](image)

This structure was fabricated using commercially available SOI substrates with a 0.26 $\mu$m thick silicon layer and 2 $\mu$m thick buried oxide (BOX). Electron beam lithography was used to define the waveguide layout in high contrast hydrogen silsesquioxane resist, which formed SiO$_2$ upon electron beam exposure. We used inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) to transfer the waveguide pattern onto the silicon layer. Samples were coated with a 2 $\mu$m thick polymer (SU-8, $n \sim 1.577$ at $\lambda = 1.55$ $\mu$m), then cleaved into separate chips and facets polished using a standard lapping and polishing machine using a chuck holding stacks of samples with the facets towards the polishing plate.

Figure 2 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated structures including a SWG taper (Fig. 2(a)), an optical microscope image of a MZI with SEM image detail of the SWG straight waveguide and the wire waveguide. From the SEM images it was determined that a fabrication bias of 50 nm was present. Therefore the actual dimensions of the SWG are $\Lambda = 400$ nm and $w = 250$ nm with a duty cycle of 38%. Actual wire waveguide width is 400 nm.

The group index of a SWG straight waveguide was measured interferometrically for $\lambda = 1480$ nm – 1580 nm using the same tuneable external cavity semiconductor laser. Group index was calculated using $n_g^{SWG} = \frac{\lambda_{\min} \lambda_{\max}}{2L (\lambda_{\min} - \lambda_{\max})} + n_g^{wire}$, where $\lambda_{\min}$ and $\lambda_{\max}$ are the wavelengths at the minimum and maximum intensities of the interference fringes in the MZI transmission spectrum, $L = 4580$ $\mu$m is the length of the SWG straight waveguide and
Fig. 2. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of fabricated structures including: a) SWG taper b) Optical microscope image of a MZI ($L = 150 \mu$m) with SEM image detail of the SWG arm and the reference arm (wire waveguide). Interferometric measurements were done with a MZI with a 4580 µm long SWG waveguide.

$n_g^{\text{wire}}$ is the group index of the wire waveguide [26]. The wire waveguide group index was found by using a mode solver (we used commercial software purchased from Optiwave Corp.) to calculate the wavelength-dependent effective index of a $400 \times 260$ nm$^2$ waveguide with silicon core and SU-8 cladding on a silica substrate for $\lambda = 1480$ nm – 1580 nm. The wire waveguide group index is found to be nearly constant across the wavelength range, with values of $n_g^{\text{TE}} \sim 4.1$ and $n_g^{\text{TM}} \sim 4.2$. The interferometrically measured group index of SWG straight waveguide is presented in Fig. 3 and is compared to the theoretically calculated (MPB, [27]) group index for a periodic waveguide with the dimensions as measured by SEM, i.e. 38 % duty cycle. The agreement between experiment and theory is excellent and is consistent with our previous results [28], indicating a low and nearly constant group index of $n_g \sim 1.5$ over the measured wavelength range.

3. Demonstration of ultrafast all-optical switching and wavelength conversion

Now the concept of the device switching operation will be explained. The manufactured Mach-Zehnder all-optical interferometric switch (MZIS) is a two port all-optical device
with one input and one output port. It has no dedicated port for the optical clock (pump) injection to control its all-optical switching operation. Therefore, we developed a new technique for implementing the all-optical switching control of the MZIS. We realized that the all-optical control can be done via all-optically invoked ultrafast self switching by exploiting the uneven optical power densities per-unit-volume of optical clock (pump) pulses when they propagate in MZIS arms. Note one MZIS arm is a wire waveguide and the second is a SWG waveguide. The ratio of optical power densities for this MZIS can be easily estimated. First the software purchased from Optiwave Corp. was used to calculate the confinement factor of the SWG waveguide (at the center of the Si segment) and then the wire waveguide. We found that the ratio of confinement factors per-core-unit-volume is approximately \((\Gamma_w/V_w)/(\Gamma_{SWG}/V_{SWG})\) \(\sim 15\), where \(\Gamma_w\) and \(\Gamma_{SWG}\) are the wire and SWG waveguide confinement factors and \(V_w\) and \(V_{SWG}\) are wire and SWG waveguide volumes, respectively. This indicates that the optical power density in the wire waveguide is \(\sim 15\) times greater than that of the SWG waveguide. Now if the proper conditions are met [1], and sufficient level of the optical clock peak power is delivered to the MZIS input, the nonlinear index change triggered inside the wire waveguide will be larger than in the SWG waveguide. This will induce a relative phase change between both arms of the MZIS which will be experienced by the optical probe signal (cw or low power data pulses) immediately following such high peak power optical clock. If the phase difference equals \(\pi\), complete switching is achieved at the MZIS output. If not, incomplete switching will be observed. However, in order to satisfy interferometric conditions at the device output the use of optical pulses as the probe signal would also require both of the MZIS arms to be of equal optical length. Since in our experimentation with the MZIS device this was not fulfilled, we used cw laser light as the optical probe and the pump probe technique as a method for the demonstration of ultrafast picosecond all-optical switching capabilities of this novel interferometric structure. Our approach is conceptually illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram illustrating the concept used to demonstrate ultrafast all-optical sampling/switching capabilities of a fabricated device. A TEC cooler keeps the Mach-Zehnder all-optical switch at a constant temperature -inset (a). Temperature was used to select interferometric conditions (dark or bright fringe) at the MZIS output –inset (b). Optical clock was applied to invoke all-optical sampling/switching -insets (c) and (d); (e) -experimental results showing 1 ps pulses as seen on the bandwidth limited oscilloscope.

Because the MZIS is an interferometric device its constant temperature was assured by device temperature stabilization with a Peltier cooler. It was experimentally confirmed that such stabilization was sufficient as seen in Fig. 4(a) which is an overlay image of multiple wavelength scans of the MZIS output around a bright interferometric fringe taken at 15°C.
It confirms excellent device temperature stability but its operation is not restricted to thermal stability at 15°C and this is not the only operating point of the device which will be evident from experimental results shown below. Device temperature tuning was then used to select either a bright or a dark fringe at the MZIS output for the selected probe wavelength \( \lambda_i \) - see Fig. 4(b) for the illustration. Depending on the selected interferometric condition (dark or bright fringe) the corresponding scenario depicted in Fig. 4(c) or Fig. 4(d) was observed after a high peak power optical clock/pump was applied. As for the optical probe signal we used a 6 dBm cw external cavity tuneable semiconductor laser set to \( \lambda_i = 1535.04 \) nm. For the optical pump/clock to all-optically control the MZIS switching operation we used one of the two Erbium doped fiber mode locked lasers at \( \lambda_c = 1558 \) nm by the method discussed below. The experimental setup to demonstrate ultrafast all-optical switching capabilities of the novel MZIS structure is shown in Fig. 5 and was used to conduct two sets of experiments.

In the first set of experiments the cw probe was coupled by a 2×2 polarization maintaining coupler (splitting ratio 50:50) with optical pump/clock pulses generated by a tuneable passively mode locked Erbium doped fiber laser (EDFL) from PriTel which produced 1 ps full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) optical pulses 1 nm wide at \( \lambda_c = 1558 \) nm and at a repetition rate of 18.54 MHz with an average output power of 0.54 mW (29 W peak) followed by a 30 dBm EDFA with adjustable gain. The combined signal was then coupled in and out of the MZIS chip using a tapered PM fibres (spot size of ~2.5 µm). At the chip output the optical pump/clock was filtered out using a 400 GHz array waveguide grating (AWG). The probe signal at \( \lambda_i = 1535.04 \) nm after passing the AWG was amplified by a signal EDFA and after passing a 2.8 nm optical band pass filter viewed using a sampling oscilloscope with a 30 GHz optical plugin, optical autocorrelator, optical power meter, and OSA, respectively. The inset of Fig. 5 is an overlaid picture taken by the OSA showing the optical spectrum of the mode locked (ML) laser, pump/clock amplifying EDFA, and amplified cw signal at the MZIS output, respectively.

The MZIS’ all-optical switching capabilities are demonstrated in Fig. 4(e). The experimental results were obtained by closely following the described methodology. Figure 4(e) shows exiting 1 ps optical pulses now at the converted wavelength \( \lambda_i = 1535.04 \) nm as seen by the bandwidth limited oscilloscope via a 30 GHz optical sampling head. To obtain these results (the lower/upper trace in Fig. 4(e) the MZIS was first tuned to a dark/bright fringe, respectively and then high peak power (29 W) optical pump/clock pulse
(1 ps FWHM at $\lambda_c = 1558$ nm) with 18.54 MHz repetition rate was applied at the MZIS input.

Figure 6 is the result of follow up experiments showing zoomed images of the MZIS output. Here before applying the optical pump/clock, the MZIS was first temperature tuned to a dark fringe at the output. Figure 6(a) combines three different experimental results: both cw and clock are “ON”, clock only “ON”, and cw only “ON”, respectively.

![Fig. 6. Amplified switched MZIS output as seen by the bandwidth limited oscilloscope. (a) overlaid picture when both cw and clock are ON, clock ON and cw ON only; (b) - switched output after MZIS was temperature tuned to the next dark fringe.](image)

By the close examination of Fig. 6(a) we can notice a small clock leak (see a small blip on the lowest trace) caused by the insufficient clock filtering at the MZIS output by the used AWG during these experiments.

Figure 6(b) is also the MZIS output when both cw and clock are “ON”. However, prior this experiments the MZIS was temperature re-tuned to the adjacent dark fringe. This result confirms very good device temperature stability and its operation at various temperatures.

The demonstrated all-optical picosecond switching shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 is effectively all-optical wavelength down-conversion of 1 ps optical clock pulses with wavelength $\lambda_c = 1558$ nm on a new carrier with wavelength $\lambda_i = 1535.04$ nm. In our experiments we have not recorded a pulse width change between optical pump/clock pulse at the MZIS input and the wavelength down-converted signal at the MZIS output. A ‘slightly wider’ resulting gating window (if compared to the pulse width of the pump) attributed to the intersubband carrier relaxation from the exited subband to the ground subband, was reported in [29] in experiments with a monolithically integrated ultrafast intersubband switch utilizing a Michelson interferometer with one of its arm functioning as a nonlinear waveguide using a reflective cross-phase modulation (XPM) effect.

The second set of experiments with the MZIS was carried out at the telecom rate of OC-192. We also used the setup described in Fig. 5. Here a PriTel actively mode locked EDF laser also running at $\lambda_c = 1558$ nm and producing 3 ps FWHM 1.2 nm wide optical pulses at OC-192 was used as the optical pump/clock to control the MZIS all-optical switching. The laser average output power of 8.3 mW before used as the optical control was first amplified by a 20 dBm EDFA with adjustable gain, boosting the laser peak power to 3.3 W. Obtained experimental results are shown in Fig. 7. The upper (lower) trace in Fig 7(a) shows the all-
fringe; lower trace—the MZIS output tuned to sit on a dark fringe, b) autocorrelation trace of the wavelength switched signal at $\lambda = 1535.04$ nm.

optically switched/wavelength down-converted ~3 ps pulses at $\lambda_i = 1535.04$ nm exiting from the output of the MZIS for the case when the MZIS was first temperature tuned for the operating point to sit at the bright (dark) fringe, respectively before the optical clock/pump at $\lambda_c = 1558$ nm was applied. Since, in this set of experiments the available optical pump/clock peak power was approximately 8.8 times lower than the one we used in the first set of our experiments the signal contrast at the MZIS output is lower.

Figure 7(b) is an autocorrelation of the switched/wavelength down-converted output at the wavelength $\lambda_i = 1535.04$ nm confirming picosecond all-optical switching capabilities of this novel MZIS switching architecture.

4. Conclusion

We experimentally demonstrated and analysed a novel ultrafast all-optical nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometric switching device, the MZIS which is based on the combination of subwavelength grating waveguide and wire waveguide. The device is capable of performing all-optical picosecond switching. We also demonstrated the device capability to perform all-optical wavelength down-conversion of picosecond pulses from 1558 nm to 1535.04 nm at the repetition rates of 18.54 MHz and OC-192. Since the device has no dedicated port to input an optical signal to control its switching operation, a new approach was developed and implemented for all-optical switching control.
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